Students, System debate tuition cap

by Collin Lueck
News Editor

UW System tuition costs rose significantly faster than increases in Wisconsin property taxes over a ten year period, according to a study conducted by the United Council of UW Student Governments (UC).

The UC research showed that from 1981 to 1991, tuition rose 125 percent compared to a 94 percent rise in the amount of state and local property taxes collected.

United Council presented the study to the State Senate Education Committee in January as part of testimony in favor of Assembly Bill 33.

This bill would cap tuition at 33 percent of instructional costs for in-state student and 120 percent for out-of-state students.

"Assembly Bill 33 is the best public policy to come before the legislature this session. It will signal the UW System that tuition increases not to mention property taxes and medical costs," said Ron Sissel, President of United Council.

The UW System opposes the bill because "we think it is symbolic and it has no weight," said Ron Bornstein, UW System Senior Vice President of Administration.

In the event of a state fiscal emergency, tuition would need to be raised, regardless of a cap," said Bornstein.

"In the event of a state fiscal emergency, tuition would need to be raised, regardless of a cap," said Bornstein.

"There have been times in the past when this state has had enormous fiscal emergencies. With something as inflexible as [a tuition cap], it doesn't provide for an adequate response," said Bornstein.

Bornstein further argues that in-state students are currently paying 31 percent of instructional costs, only a 6 percent increase over what students paid ten years ago and two percent less than the proposed cap.

UWSP Chancellor Keith Sanders said he is sympathetic to student concerns over tuition increases but he agrees with Bornstein that a tuition cap is not the answer.

"I don't like the idea of an arbitrary cap," said Sanders, "but I do support the idea of trying to keep tuition increases moderate... and predictable."

"We have decided on this campus to hold increase in the fees which we control to about the rate of inflation," said Sanders.

Tuition hikes reflect not only increases in the cost of living but more importantly a significant decline in the percentage of state funds invested in higher education," said Bornstein.

With more state tax support going to other programs such as prisons and health care, a smaller share of state revenue has been made available to education, he said.

According to David Stacy, UC Legislative Affairs director, the tuition cap bill is currently being held up in committee because the committee's chairperson personally opposes the bill and it lacks the support of other Republican members.

United Council is presently trying to gain student support in order to put pressure on senators to back the tuition cap bill. Bornstein said, instead of attempting to cap tuition, students need to convince their legislators that higher education is important enough to warrant greater share of the budget.

The bill passed the Assembly last year with bi-partisan support.

Horvath faces murder charge

by Collin Lueck
News Editor

Donald T. Horvath, who was named as a suspect in the August murder of UWSP student Vicki Schneider, has been officially charged with first degree intentional homicide in the case.

Horvath, 43, was named as suspect in the Schneider case by District Attorney Susan Lynch in November, but no official charges regarding the murder were filed against him until last week.

A preliminary hearing is set for Thursday, February 10.

Police executed a search warrant in November to take blood, hair and saliva samples from Horvath in order to compare them with evidence gathered from the body of Vicki Schneider, 21, who was found dead at the Hwy. 10 Best Western Royal on August 17, 1993.

The last test results came back negative; however, the investigators received a major break in the case last week when a witness came forward with new evidence.

Horvath's 7-year-old son, who said he was with Horvath at the Best Western motel last summer, told a sheriff's deputy that he had seen his father "enter a guest room which was not the Horvath Guest room...he shortly thereafter heard screams for help from within the room," the complaint stated.

Numerous other witnesses and motel guest registration records have placed Horvath at the Best Western motel the night Vicki Schneider was murdered. Schneider was also registered as a guest at the motel that night.

Horvath has previously been charged with sexually assaulting women after promising them "big bucks" in a gambling operation.

Officials have evidence that Schneider was also involved in Horvath's scheme.

Warren Luitink, who was involved in a casino gambling scam with Horvath, told authorities that Horvath had come to know Schneider in July when Schneider and Horvath's wife both worked at the Olympic restaurant.

Luitink said that Horvath had directed him to "get a woman involved in the casino scam and specifically directed Warren Luitink to recruit Vicki Schneider," the complaint stated.

Luitink stated that he had approached Schneider at the instruction of Horvath and had asked her if she was "interested in making some money," the complaint said.

"Vicki Schneider told him that she was interested in picking up some extra cash because she was planning on going to France to study abroad," the complaint said.

Luitink stated that he had been present when Horvath had explained the details of the casino scam to Schneider.

Bank records show that on August 12 Vicki Schneider made a deposit of $31,720.00 into her account.

See Horvath page 7
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**Sexual assault reported on campus**

by Pam Kersten
Editor-in-Chief

However, their office may not be able to take disciplinary action against the alleged perpetrator since he is not a student at UWSP. Another alleged sexual assault was also reported to Rights and Responsibilities this week. It was not reported to Campus Security however, so no information is available about the case.

Help and treatment for assault victims is available on campus through the Rights and Responsibilities office, Protective Services and the Affirmative Action office.

The second concern regarding border hopping and possible increase in OWIs due to border hopping, these students will still be allowed to drink at the age of 19. Part of the new budget is under close scrutiny from the Congressional Budget Office.

**Camps recruit students**

by Chris Kelley
Photo Editor

The winter seems better suited for an arctic expedition than summer camp. Over 300 students started their summer job search with camps and amusement parks during the 14th Annual Summer Camp Job Fair Monday at the UC.

Directors from a variety of camps, Noah’s Ark Waterpark and Six Flags Great America recruited for summer workers from UWSP at 50 displays. “It used to just be camps, but we’ve opened it up to a couple of parks,” said John Zach, career development coordinator with Career Services at UWSP.

“Spunky” Willkomm.

Camps don’t pay a lot but the experience working with children in the outdoors as well. Some offer course credit for counseling positions.

“Camps don’t pay a lot but the experience you can take with you for the rest of your life,” said Todd Holman from Wisconsin Badger Camp, a summer camp primarily for the mentally disabled.

“We hire 50 students to be counselors, activity directors, specialists and kitchen help,” Holman said.

Camps from Stevens Point and the Madison area are also important, Gibson said. "They really do a good job,” said Matt Gibson, assistant director at Glacier Hollow, an environmental camp on Lake Elaine near Nelsonville.

Camp directors look for previous experience on a application. Enthusiasm and imagination are also important, Gibson said. "You can take a lesson plan," he said, "but if you have imagination you can give a little twist to it that the kids will really tune into.”

**SGA Update**

Assembly Bill 259 has taken a progressive step out of the Joint Finance Committee with two amendments. First, only WI residents or students can legally drink at the age of 19.

To avoid the occurrence of border hopping and possible increase in DWIs due to border hopping, these students will only be allowed to drink at the age of 19 with either a Wisconsin driver license or school ID.

The second concern regarding Assembly Bill 259 is the possibility of Wisconsin losing Federal Highway Funds. US Representative Thomas Petri is currently requesting a waiver from Washington to exempt WI for the loss of Federal Highway Funds.

Circumstances surrounding this issue are extremely positive and Governor Tommy Thompson stated that he would sign the bill into law if it were passed. This statement is contradictory to last week’s reply that Thompson was unsure of what he would do if the bill was passed.

If the Federal waiver is not granted, funding may still be affected by the bill on the books.

Stan Gruszynski and David Helbach from Stevens Point support AB 259, so student involvement is extremely important, regardless of which position they take.

SGA President David Kurze will deliver the State of the University address on Monday, February 14 at 5:00 p.m. in the UC Wright Lounge.

**UWSP students, Anisa Rambo (right) and Sue Ruechel check out a summer job at YMCA Camp Nah A Bo Sho with Bob Campbell.**

Photo by Chris Kelley
The United Council of Student Governments is holding its Second Annual Building Unity Conference at UW-Madison this weekend.

The topic for this year’s conference is the recruitment and retention of unrepresented students. Multicultural Issues Director Ilgu Ozier feels that this will improve circumstances for students of color.

“Basically this conference will try to start providing access to education for all people,” said Ozier. “Schools need to have things that appeal to all races, not just the caucasian race.”

The Building Unity Conference is designed to provide skills, information, and opportunities for minority students and student organization to unite and form alliances with one another.

Ozier feels that this is a good opportunity for students to get together and create plans to solve this problem.

Several Stevens Point students will be attending the conference. Students from the University Activities Board (UAB), Residence Hall Association (RHA) and Student Government Association (SGA) will attend the conference.

Alicia Ferriter, Share Governance Instructor of the SGA said she was disappointed with the lack of interest from multicultural organizations on campus.

“We invited several of the multicultural organizations on campus, but we didn’t see any interest,” said Ferriter. “We wish we could have seen more interest from our campus. It is a new conference, maybe some people were not well informed.”

Some of the goals of the conference include forming a coalition of students to become active on this topic and to improve the UW System’s recruitment and retention rates.

Ozier feels that the conference will be very beneficial to students because of the Board of Regents meeting that will be held concerning this topic some time this month.

“I think it’s good timing for the conference since the Board of Regents are going to meet and discuss the design for diversity,” said Ozier. See Unity page 11

Donnie Wroblewski brushes the snow off of the St. Stan’s playground early Wednesday morning.
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Our ignorance is killing people
American Red Cross wages campaign to help

By Liz White
Contributor

After complaining of chest pains while raking leaves or shoveling snow, your loved one falls to the ground. Would you know what to do?

A 2-year-old is choking on a piece of candy cane that she found on the floor. Would you know what to do?

Your car hits a patch of ice, skids off the road and the person sitting next to you is bleeding profusely. Would you know what to do?

If your answer to any of these questions is "no," then you need to think about the potential consequences of your ignorance.

There's a crisis in America. Due to heart attacks and accidents, each year hundreds of thousands of our loved ones die before our very eyes. And the truth is: They didn't have to die.

But two factors were powerful forces. One, as the first link in the emergency medical system, we didn't provide adequate EMS response.

Two, while waiting for the ambulance, we didn't provide care because we didn't know how.

At a time when we are reassessing health care, let's look at one of its critical elements—our role in responding to emergencies.

It's easy to point a finger at overburdened emergency personnel. But research suggests that bystander delay in calling 911 is the usual culprit in dealing with some of our deadly hazards.

THE POINT OF VIEW

By Jason Mortenson
Contributor

"Fundamentalists! Ignorant! Narrow-minded bigots!"

If you have ever used these expressions, it was probably in describing a "Christian"—you know, those people claiming to have the answers to society.

There's the human factor. We don't want to believe it's true. We think those chest pains are probably just indigestion, and they will pass.

But if they've lasted more than ten minutes, research tells us it's probably serious.

Why do so many of us resist learning basic first aid and CPR procedures? Again, the human factor.

If a family member's heart attack, a child's choking—doesn't happen to us.

Unfortunately, the odds are that most of us will encounter at least one life-threatening emergency in our lifetimes when we least expect it.

Preaching Christian views in public

Think of how Christians established Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, recreation organizations (like the YMCA), the Salvation Army, World Relief and nearly every hospital in the country.

All these actions, at some point in everyone's life, express the Christian's love for fellow humans that is continually ridiculed.

People initiated these actions, people too ignorant to recognize social problems, people to arrogant to practice what they preach...

Interestingly, though, Christians don't accept much credit for such actions. (Let's face it, how many people know that all these mentioned organizations were established by Christians?)

They aren't even discriminative—loving only fellow Christians. Must one be a Christian to have the answers to society?
Bias editorial

Dear Editor,

This response is inspired by an editorial from the January 27 Pointer on pro-lifers by the Sports Edition, which disconcerted a disturbing bias for an editorial.

To infer that pro-lifers are harassers and bombers is like saying Olympic aspirants attack and remove their competition by brutal means.

The pro-life movement—from the beginning—has been peaceful, prayerful and compassionate to the woman seeking an abortion and her unborn child.

There is also a radical element in the pro-abortion ranks that I know does not speak for all pro-abortion people.

They harass, threaten and physically assault those pro-lifers praying peacefully at the abortuary.

This creates a melee that the media then blames on the peaceful pro-lifers in attendance.

The major movers and leaders of the pro-life movement condemn violence, hate mail and bombers from any source.

The pro-life movement—like the Olympic aspirants—would not stand for such behavior.

We do try to inform the public of the facts hidden by those who think abortion is the best choice and valid for any reason.

In Wisconsin alone, I've seen a count of 7 homes for unwed mothers, 68 Crisis Pregnancy Centers, countless adoption agencies and many support groups for women exploited by abortion who've learned abortion is not a problem solver but can cause more serious physical or mental problems.

Did Mr. Brunner evaluate the local volunteers at Birthright which advertises in the Pointer? Or those women who opened and managed Flint Home In Whiting?

All pro-lifers cannot put their lives at the disposal of women in crisis (of whom many are harassed by their boyfriends to "get rid of the evidence") but many pro-lifers do, in the way each can.

Mr. Brunner, there are alternatives to abortion. Will you help publicize them?

I am a pro-lifer grandmother of some wonderful children born "too soon.

Avis Pings (344-3581)

Golden rule

Dear Editor,

I am writing this in response to Mark Morse's letter to the editor entitled, "Pro-life Persecution."

I am a Christian and also a pro-choice. Yes, Mr. Morse, there are Christians who are also firm believers in the First Amendment.

I didn't appreciate that you took the liberty of speaking for all Christians, nor your patronizing, self-righteous "God loves everyone, even pro-choicers" comment.

Quite frankly, I wasn't convinced that you are, in fact, a Christian. It seems that you, along with the more belligerent (to put it mildly) "Christians," have gotten so crazed with biblical hoopla that you overlooked the most fundamental aspect of Christianity—The Golden Rule.

If you really want to live closer to God, get off your moral high horse and take a good, long look around.

Don't be so pompous as to think that just because a person is pro-choice, that he/she has no moral standards and is less of a Christian (or person). That's simply not true. In the words of Mother Teresa, "If you judge people, you have not time to live them."

Furthermore, your claim that the only reason that the R.I.C.O. Law was passed was a means of persecuting Christians is positively disgusting. All of us who care for the women in crisis and their children will use the law to protect them from violence.

Wake up and smell the coffee, Mr. Morse! It appears that you have not done your homework, otherwise Mr. Brunner's article would have been crystal clear and be needn't spell it out for you.

-Nane Withheld

Forcing beliefs

Dear Editor,

In Mark Morse's editorial on Feb. 3, he stated he would "re­ ally appreciate it if this school paper would stop trying to pass on its political point of view."

You also consider yourself "a Christian and a pro-life." I would like to remind the Christian pro-life movement of one important fact: This country was founded on an ideal of the separation of church and state.

If your religious beliefs are that abortion is not morally correct, that's fine.

Practice your morals with your own life. But please don't im­ press your religious beliefs upon myself and others.

Your pro-life stance makes you guilty of the very crime you accused Mr. Brunner and The Pointer of committing: forcing YOUR beliefs on others, namely that abortion should be illegal because that is what your religious mandate.

The idea of Christian persecution in America is simply hilla­ rious. It appears to be exactly the opposite.

Christianity was used as a justification for decimating hun­ dreds of thousands of Native Americans.

The Native American religions and cultures were consid­ ered "inferior" to Christianity and European culture.

On the basis of this perceived inferiority, it was permissible to steal their lands and kill them.

Christianity was also used to support slavery in this country until the Civil War. It has been the Christians who have perse­ cuted any group that was perceived as less than themselves.

See Letters page 14
WIN A FREE SPRING BREAK TRIP TO PANAMA CITY BEACH

IT'S SIMPLE, HERE'S WHAT YOU DO:

1. IN 50 WORDS OR LESS, TELL US WHY YOU DESERVE A FREE TRIP. INCLUDE YOUR NAME, ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER ON THE PAPER.

2. DROP OFF YOUR RESPONSE TO THE UAB OFFICE.

3. BE PRESENT AT THE COMEDIAN BRAD LOWERY, FRIDAY FEBRUARY 11 AT 8:00 P.M. THE TOP TEN RESPONSES WILL BE ANNOUNCED, THEN THE FREE TRIP WILL BE GIVEN TO THE RESPONSE RECEIVING THE HIGHEST RATING ON THE APPLAUSE METER. MUST BE PRESENT TO WIN!!

ENTRIES DUE BY WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 9 AT 5:00
Horvath continued from page 1
withdrew $1000 from her checking account.

On the weekend of her death, Schneider had told friends that she was going gambling but would not tell them with whom she was going.

The complaint stated that Horvath induced Schneider to meet with him at the Best Western "where he intended to take sexual advantage of her."

"Mrs. Schneider refused Mr. Horvath's attempts to involve her further in the casino scam and withdrew from such fraudulent scheme, at which point Mr. Horvath attacked her and intentionally took her life by asphyxiation," the complaint said.

Horvath is currently facing 11 other charges in Portage County, including sexual assault, forgery, theft and child abuse. Nine of the charges against Horvath are felonies.

Help
continued from page 7

Through CHECK, CALL, CARE, we can save hundreds of thousands of precious lives annually.

The choice is ours.

To learn first aid and CPR, call your local Red Cross chapter for information about courses.

For those who can't take a course, chapters are providing a "Til Help Arrives" booklet which describes concisely a step-by-step response to emergencies.

Letters
continued from page 5
to receive medical help? Must Africans first be baptized before they are fed? Of course not.

Without mentioning abortion, homosexuality or capital punishment, let us imagine a society where everyone had Christian morals (if achievement were possible).

There would be no drug problem, no teenage pregnancies, no war, and John Bobbitt would still have his pride.

GOING ON SPRING BREAK?

We know you want to look your best and have fun!

***STUDENT SPECIAL: 6 Sessions for $14.95, or with the purchase of 10 sessions for $29.95, we will enter you in our drawing for a FREE trip to FLORIDA!!!

You must be a student and show a current student ID to enter. Stop in or call today for all the details!! Come tan in paradise at HAWAIIAN TANNING STUDIOS!!!

101 Division St.N.
(In front of K-Mart) (715) 342-1722

Hillary to speak in Wausau

First Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton will be in Wausau February 18 to speak at Congress­man Obey's Better Way Club.

Mrs. Clinton, who headed the White House task force on health care reform last year, will speak and answer questions at the Grand Theater at 8:30 p.m.

There will be a reception for the First Lady before her speech. The program will include remarks by Congressman Obey, the First Lady's speech and a question period.

For more information, call 845-4595.

Stevens Point Area Pizza Pit • 32 Park Ridge Drive Stevens Point 345-7800 Free, Fast, and Hot Delivery
Plover 341-4544

Classic Images Full Style Salon for Men & Women

Has relocated to a convenient location for students

OPEN
8-8 Mon-­Thur
8-6 Friday
8-2 Saturday

11 Professional stylists to serve you.

February Special
$7.50 Haircuts with Student I.D.

Walk ins always welcome!
Contributor

Exploring love

Soesanto and Lidwati Hadi hail from the fertile country of Indonesia and they are both students at UWSP. Soesanto and Soesanto are brother and sister and they live in close proximity to one another in the residence halls. The Hadi are from Surabaya, Indonesia which is the second largest city in Indonesia. In Surabaya there are approximately two million people. Soesanto and Lidwati have a younger brother who is still in school in Indonesia. Their father manages an Isuzu car dealership in Surabaya, and their mother is a housewife.

Soesanto first came to Stevens Point in the summer of 1991. He came here as part of a special summer program which was run through the former English Language Institute. Soesanto had such an enjoyable experience through the program that he decided he wanted to attend UWSP.

"Stevens Point was my first experience in America and I really liked it," said Soesanto.

"I come to Stevens Point to study engineering because the professors are extremely helpful. "

Lidwati agrees with him. However, they both said they wish there were more things to do in Stevens Point on the weekends.

For Soesanto the friendly attitude of Americans is impressive. "In my country people don't usually say hello to someone they don't know, but here they do," he said.

Soesanto says that the university is a good place to study because the professors are extremely helpful. "The students here are very friendly. When I need help I just go ask someone and they are always willing to help me," Soesanto said.

Laura Larson, AAF president and UW System Lesbian, gay, and bisexual Issues Network last semester said it proved to be very effective.

Discussion subgroups were formed to consider many issues and a sharing among campuses took place.

Discussion topics include the importance of language on campuses, creating healthy climates on campuses for homosexuals and bisexuals, and curriculum policies, to name a few.

Trevor Iik, co-president of the 10% Society, said he expects a really diverse group because issues that will be discussed at the meeting affect all people in the UW System.

"It's a good way for all UW System LGB groups to compare notes..."

UW-Oshkosh hosted the LGB Issues Network last semester and it proved to be very effective.

"It's a good way for all UW System Lesbian, gay, and bisexual groups to come together and compare notes on things that have been effective on other campuses," said Iik.

The network hopes to meet once or twice a semester to attain its goals.

Gay issues addressed

by Lisa Herman

Features Editor

The UW System Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Issues Network will hold its third meeting hosted by the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point Friday, February 11.

Their mission statement reads as follows, "The UW System Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Issues Network is a group of UW System faculty, staff, and students committed to working, through education and advocacy, for the recognition, equality, and inclusion of lesbian, gay and bisexual people in all areas of the university community." Representatives from each UW campus, totaling 60-70 people (not all gays, lesbians, or bisexuals) will be in attendance.

According to Soesanto, the Indonesian people are quite traditional and it is impressive to see the different ways in which they observe tradition.

Soesanto says that the beautiful beaches and the sunshine attract many people to Indonesia. The country has numerous volcanoes and is therefore an extremely fertile country. Indonesian food is quite tasty and Soesanto misses it very much.

He especially loves satay which is like barbecue. His favorite satay is lamb and pork. The sauce for the satay is made with peanuts and it is usually served with rice.

"Soesanto, who plans to study engineering will have to transfer in the near future. Lidwati plans to study international business.

Lidwati loves the dorm setting and is very happy with the friends she has met here. "My friends are very special to me," she said.

Soesanto also echoes the words of Lidwati when he speaks of his friends. "The friends I have make me feel good about being here."

Lidwati stresses that she is very happy to study at the same university as Soesanto. "I miss my family very much and he can help me. He can accompany me to go somewhere and teach me things," she said.

Soesanto says he is glad his sister is here because he can teach her about America. "As a big brother I have to take care of her. I think it is good for both of us."

Two films stretch on

by Stephen Carpenter

Film Critic

Gerard Depardieu makes his third major English speaking film with "My Father, the Hero." Actually it could be entitled "My Father, The Man Who Puts Up With All of My Dangerous Lies."

In the film, Depardieu attempts to get to know his daughter again while the two of them vacation in the Caribbean. Little does he know that his daughter (Katherine Heigl) has conceived a lie in order to impress a local boy.

Eventually caught in her lie, Nicole (Heigl, right) begs her father (Depardieu) to go along with charade.

"Suddenly, people started calling me up saying I was on TV."

Depardieu singing 'Thank Heaven for Little Girls' to and angry mob at a local talent show. Depardieu is wonderful as the 'heroic' father. His comic timing is surprisingly good. And Heigl is convincing as the deceiving daughter.

Heigl is convincing as the deceiving daughter.

And Heigl is convincing as the deceiving daughter.

But neither can survive the stretched out story-line. The movie gets long. That’s no lie.

The one thing to keep the audience alive is the secret identity of Depardieu’s girlfriend whose voice is heard only over the phone.

See Movie page 10

Student ads air on MTV

by Michele Firkus

Contributor

UWSP advertising students wrote, directed, and starred in two 30 second commercial spots currently appearing on MTV.

The ads, which feature deadpan information from the 1994 ADDY Awards, were produced by four members of the student chapter of the American Advertising Federation (AAF).

Larson Larson, AAF president, who starred as an ice fisherman in one spot was surprised by the MTV premier. "I really didn’t expect to see it get so much airplay," Larson stated. "Suddenly, people started calling me up saying I was on TV."

Working without financial backing, Larson, along with three other AAF members received technical support from Crown Cable, Wausau, including camera and editing equipment access.

Crown cable aired the spots on all its cable networks including MTV, VH1, ESPZ2, the Sci-Fi Channel and A&E. WSAU-TV, Channel 7, is also airing the ads following the Late Show with David Letterman.

"I don’t know what was more exciting," beamed the AAF Secretary, "getting great commercial production experience or seeing my work on the same channel as a Sting video!"

The students, who filmed for hours in below zero temperatures on the Wisconsin River, were seen AAF page 10

Student ads air on MTV

Contributor

The University Counseling Center will be holding a meeting about healthy love relationships from 3 to 5:30 p.m. on Valentine’s Day, February 14.

Dr. Gahan, acting director of the center, will be in charge of the session.

Students who attend can find out what a healthy love relationship is and determine if the relationship they are in is healthy.

The Counseling Center is a UWSP service that offers free and confidential help to students with personal problems and concerns from professional counselors and psychologists.

Students that are interested in attending the meeting on love relationships can call 346-3553 or visit the Counseling Center, 3rd floor Delzell hall to sign up.

Working without financial backing, Larson, along with three other AAF members received technical support from Crown Cable, Wausau, including camera and editing equipment access.

Crown cable aired the spots on all its cable networks including MTV, VH1, ESPZ2, the Sci-Fi Channel and A&E. WSAU-TV, Channel 7, is also airing the ads following the Late Show with David Letterman.

"I don’t know what was more exciting," beamed the AAF Secretary, "getting great commercial production experience or seeing my work on the same channel as a Sting video!"

The students, who filmed for hours in below zero temperatures on the Wisconsin River, were seen AAF page 10
Behind closed doors

by T.R. Heinrich
Contributor

Yesterday I saw my old friend, midnight custodian Bob Glick. He was waxing the floors of the Communication building.

"Don't step there!"

"Oh, Hi Bob. What's new?"

"Huh! Sean, I'm surprised everybody doesn't know it!"

"What's the matter?"

"It's sickening. Ain't nobody safe no more."

"I'm not following you Bob."

"What's the matter?"

"Oh! Sean, they bug everything. They hear up to 75 feet away, through brick walls!"

"So?"

"That kid. It's communistic. Somebody could be drinin' past your house and listen in to your conversation. It's gotta be illegal!"

"But doesn't the FBI use that kind of equipment?"

Laugh, lounge at Encore

Friday, February 11 will be a night of laughter as well as an opportunity to win a FREE Spring Break trip to Florida. UAB's Special Programs will be presenting Brad Lowery in the Encore at 8 p.m.

Brad Lowery, a nationally known comedian with many credits to his name, is no stranger to the music scene. He has performed up to 100 college dates in one semester.

In 1991, he was nominated for the College Comedian of the Year. When asked why he thinks he is so successful with college audiences Lowery said, "College students look at me like I am one of them."

Lowery's jokes have entertained audiences on the Comedy Channel and HBO's "Def Comedy Jam." He was also a cast member on the "Apollo Comedy Hour."

After the event, UAB Travel & Leisure will be giving away a FREE Spring Break trip to Panama City Beach, Florida.

To enter, students must explain in fifty words or less why they deserve a free Spring Break trip. This must be in by Friday at 12.

The top ten entries will be read after the show and the free trip will be given to the response receiving the highest rating on the applause meter.

Admission to show is $2 with a UWSP ID and $3.50 without.

See review, p. 11

See Bug page 10

PUSH from left to right: Nathan Kilen, Owen Sartori, Gina Jacquart, and Patrick Connaughty.
A lttle more Landau would have gone a lonw way. "lntersection" tries to be a strong, emotional picture about mistakes, decisions, and love. However, it crashes.

A little more Landau would have gone a long way. "Intersection" tries to be a strong, emotional picture about mistakes, decisions, and love. However, it crashes.

"Intersection" tries to be a strong, emotional picture about mistakes, decisions, and love. However, it crashes.

"Intersection" tries to be a strong, emotional picture about mistakes, decisions, and love. However, it crashes.

"Intersection" tries to be a strong, emotional picture about mistakes, decisions, and love. However, it crashes.

Bug
continued from page 9
Lunch trays, flowers, textbooks...you name it."

"But why?"

"Cause they're afraid there's someone out there more than them. Somewhere, some custo­
dian is mopping a floor, and dis­
covers the secret to world peace. And they'll pick it up with their little mike, feed it to some lib­
eral politicians, and he'll say it's his idea."

"This is getting way out."

"Now hold on. Don't go any­
where. When you're in the next
time zone."

"I mean, who do them elec­
tronics people think they are?"

"I see."

"Yeah kid, I know. But always around for years."

"I see."

"I see."
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Some students handle the Central Wisconsin winters better than others.

**Fur-eezing...**

Some students handle the Central Wisconsin winters better than others.

**Reviewing PUSH**

by T.R. Heinrich

Contributor

The band is called PUSH. Their largest gig was performed Thursday, February 3rd in the UC Encore.

In the pre-concert minutes, Owen L. Sartori strummed his acoustic guitar critically~t the amplifier, listening for a precise tone.

Patrick Connaughty sat cross-legged picking the strings of a velvet-covered electric. Gina Jackquart quietly fine tuned her bass as Nathan Kilen kicked and crashed at the drum kit.

Chris Hankes, who performs extra percussion and backup vocals for the band, arranged his pads, chimes and cymbals.

Ten minutes later, the room was alive. Cheers and applause filled the Encore as PUSH took the stage. "A lot of friends and family are coming to see the show. I just hope I can perform," said Sartori, preparing to sing lead vocals.

The performance was musically tight and well rehearsed. The audience was absorbed in the cascade of 22 flowing songs, 11 of which were from the debut album "Breathe."

Sartori explained that in nearly two continuous hours of music, PUSH played "as a complete band for the first time." Jackquart and Connaughty, the band's newest members, added a kind of energy to Kilen's creative drumwork and the innovative songwriting framework already set by Sartori.

The extra percussion by Hankes completed a full sound many bands lack onstage. The crowd was visibly won over.

PUSH's next performance is March 5th in the Larid Room of the University Center. They will be performing with the other bands in a benefit to help the homeless. On March 18th, the band will appear in Madison at "The Chamber."

---

**ADVERTISING DELIVERS!**

If you don't advertise,

You won't sell.

With a weekly circulation of 4000,
The Pointer can deliver your message cheaply and effectively.

Call 346-3707 to place your ad today.

---

**FINANCIAL AID.**

Only the GE Classic MasterCard offers students this unequaled package of benefits.

9.9% APR

The GE Classic MasterCard is the educated choice for students looking for smart ways to save. It offers one of the lowest APRs you'll find on campus - 9.9% variable APR for the first year with a low 16.9% variable APR thereafter. That means that even if you're only able to pay the minimum amount due, you'll pay just 9.9% on your outstanding balance.

NO ANNUAL FEE!

While other credit cards charge annual fees of $20 or more, the GE Classic MasterCard has no annual fee. Frankly, we don't see why you should pay just for putting our card in your wallet.

STUDENT DISCOUNTS.

As a GE Classic MasterCard member, you're also entitled to special discounts at many of your favorite stores. Through the COLLEGE MasterValues™ program, you'll enjoy savings of up to 40% on everything from CDs to travel.

The GE Classic MasterCard. An educated choice.

Look for an application on campus or in your mail.

And get the financial aid every student needs.

---

*APR's shown as of 11/1/99 9.9% variable APR applies for the first 12 billing cycles after that a variable APR which is at 15.9% was 16.9% and applies to all remaining and new balances. At any time your rate will increase to variable APR which is at 15.9% was 19.9% based on your delinquency. A maximum Finance Charge of $30 will apply at any time. A late charge fee of $5 will be charged for each late payment.

**COLLEGE MasterValues™ program is an Individually marketed program by MasterCard which is subject to change and may be discontinued at any time. Please see the application for details.

---
Wilderness coalition gathers momentum

by Jennifer Paust
Outdoors Editor
by Anne Harrison
of the Pointer

UWSP students are striving to establish a permanent imp­
turmng Action Committee the Turtle-Flambeau Flowage.

Outdoors Editor

This weekend may be a crucial
to the establishment of a penn­
erness area, according to project
leader Diane Dommer.

er Diane Dommer.

ciety and other environmental
and outdoor groups will stay at

CNR update

Cooperative Education
Opening - The Apostle Islands National Lakeshore is seeking applicants for a Co-op Park Ranger (Interpretation) Position.

Applicants must have two summers before graduation available (sophomores preferred). Pay is GSS ($7.21/hour) - GSS ($9.06/hour). Must work 1200 hours. Successful completion may lead to permanent Park Ranger position with the National Park Service.

Application materials are available from Dr. Gross in room 126 CNR. Application deadline is February 28, 1994.

Trehaven Faculty Assistants - Twelve CNR majors will be hired this summer as faculty assistants at Trehaven. Positions are for six weeks.

The positions provide excellent experience and an opportunity to get to know the CNR faculty.

Applications are available in room 107 CNR. Deadline for applications is February 18, 1994.

Environmental Council
Tues. 8-9 p.m. in the UCO-­
Green Room. Come to vote on or­
ganizational constitution.

CNR Brown Bag Seminar - Dr. Bob Govett will present "Domestic and Global Perspec­
tives on Wood Use" at this week's brown bag seminar. Please join us on Friday, February 11 at 12:00 p.m. in the U.C. Red room.

Graduate Seminars - A Two Year Trend Study of Common Carp in Petenwell Reservoir, Wisconsin. Pat Bouchard will present his graduate seminar on Thursday, February 10 at 4 p.m. in room 312 CNR. Pat is an advocate of Dr. Coble.

Summer Employment - University Grounds is accepting applications for summer employment.

Applications are available at the Student Employment Office, room 003 in the Student Ser­

cices Center.

The application deadline is 3 p.m. on Friday, Feb. 18, 1994. Several positions are available.

Completing the SF-171 - Thurs. Feb. 10, 4-5 p.m.,320 CNR

Broomball - Come to the Willett Ice Arena on Thursday Feb. 10 from 11 p.m. to 1 a.m. Bring a broom if possible and be ready for fun!

Job/Internship Seekers - The CNR Peer Advising Office (124 CNR) has an influx of summer job opportunities for all natural resources interests, many with deadlines in Feb­
duary! Hurry in before you are left without a good job this summer!

We also have a new and improved permanent job/intern­
sionship book. It's easy to locate the job for which you are searching. Unsure about a major or ca­
cer? The office has new career books that discuss salaries, out­
looks for the future, etc. These books are available for a one week check-out.

Banquet tickets - Tickets for this year's forestry banquet will be sold this week in the CNR lobby, the U.C. and in the SAF office.

The cost is $10 for students and $15 for professionals. The banquet will be held on Feb. 18 so buy your tickets now!

Wildler Side Deadline - Students wishing to submit ar­

Turn articles in at the Wild­
life Society's office on the third floor of the CNR building.
Deep, dark secrets to ice fishing

Winter's ice and snow present challenges

by Justin Sipiorski

Snow and thicker ice turn the light out on panfish this time of year.

Most panfish species are sight feeders. The darkened environment deeper below the ice is the key to success.

The darkened environment deeper below the ice is the key to success.

At McDill, a large jig may attract fish, but may inhibit biting upon closer inspection. At times, it may be exactly what's needed to trigger fish in the Wisconsin River situation.

The darkened environment deeper below the ice is the key to success.

A very small jig is hardly ever needed in most midwinter situation unless the site is snowless or has thin ice conditions.

A search lure works well in nearly all midwinter panfish situations. It is a good way to uncover where the fish are holding.

A search lure is a larger wall-eye style jigging spoon, like a Swedish pimple or a hair jig with hook removed and replaced with a two-and-one half inch piece of line with typical panfish jig and grub attached.

This lure is a perfectly blended combination of attraction and triggering. Large vibrations and flashes are given off when jigged.

Jig the lure with a couple of aggressive one to two foot lifts followed by a 30 second to one minute pause.

After a fish has been attracted by the jigging portion of the presentation, it now ignores the motionless spoon and is triggered to bite the more subtle jig and grub zooplankton imitation.

When fishing unfamiliar water with the ability to drill many holes, use the search lure in many holes. After a couple of minutes in each, key in on the areas where fish are present.

This tactic is very effective way to quickly and efficiently find fish on almost any body of water.

Above the ice, the wind is biting. For luck below the surface, patience and persistence pay off.

ICE FISHING DERBY

SPONSORED BY:

UWSP RECREATIONAL SERVICES

PRIZES DONATED BY:

ONE STOP SPORT SHOP

LITTER SPONSORS

SOUTHERN BAIT

LIFT SHUTTLE AND TACKLE

TOMORROW'S RIVER ROD

REGISTRATION: $5.00 BEFORE FEBRUARY 19th

$7.00 ON FEBRUARY 19th

WHERE: 7 PM HELD ON THE WISCONSIN RIVER OFF THE LANCASHIRE BAR (ON KLK) WAUSAU, WIS

WHEN: SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 1994 9:00AM TO 1:00PM

FREE UP TO 100% OF COST

UNIVERSITY CENTER

PINTER'S STUMP

Personal gun control

by Jennifer Paust

The Second Amendment right to bear arms. Governmental Gun Control. These polar opposites put compromise in the deep freeze.

One side holds firm to a loose interpretation of the constitution. The other believes in preventing needless slaughter on our streets.

Neither side considers the blatantly obvious their position may not be completely accurate.

Part of the problem centers around a materialistic society that is losing its morals and neglects to accept the accountability that accompanies behavior.

Quite some time ago, Earl allowed his sons, Dale and Gary, to own B.B. guns. The young teenagers fully accepted this right. As country kids, they were eager to experience sporting activities that accompany a weapon.

They were told about responsibility that comes with firearm ownership.

Earl explained how to carefully use the weapons and stressed respect and care. Together the boys were told to help the other to be competent and responsible with their guns.

Both would be held accountable should misuse occur.

And they listened. They assumed the weapons were always loaded and took care to point them in an appropriate direction.

They respected the guns as the deadly weapons that they were. Responsibility was directly accepted.

Eventually, time relaxed careful actions.

A chipmunk witnessed the results. Dale's pellet, intended for the small creature, came to rest in Gary's face. Despite efforts to disguise the incident, truth prevailed.

The boys had taken the right to own a weapon far more seriously than the obligation that should have gone along with it.

Society, and weapon owners at large, enjoy the "right" to have firearms, but they fail to be concerned with necessary responsibility.

Perhaps "privilege" may be a better description to prevent the immense responsibility from being taken for granted.

The boys learned about gun control.

Earl confiscated the weapons.

When the boys had time to think about what could have happened, what should have happened, and what didn't happen, they matured enough to truly accept everything that goes with a gun.

From a new perspective, they saw their guns, the ammo, and an inviting book entitle "The Intrangible Part of a Firearm: Responsibility."

The frozen issue may never thaw. Instead of shivering amid the chill created, accept responsibility.

Practice self-regulated gun control. Use your head and invest time with a highly recommended book.
Music to be performed at Mardi Gras

The University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point will showcase jazz, big-band and Broadway for the music department scholarship program.

Music of "Bourbon Street" will be in the Encore, featuring voice Xchange at 8 p.m. and 11 p.m.; Bob Kase and Friends at 8:45 p.m.; Dixieland All-Stars at 9:30 p.m., 10:30 p.m. and 11:30 p.m.; and Voicetrumental at 10 p.m.

The voice Xchange and Voicetrumental are student vocal jazz groups, both directed by David Dunn.

The Dixieland All-Stars have invited local drummer Robert Worth to join them as a special guest performer. Kase will play trumpet; Greened, violinist Steven Bjella, vocalist Dee Martz and cellist Lawrence Leviton.
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The Dixieland All-Stars have invited local drummer Robert Worth to join them as a special guest performer. Kase will play trumpet; Greened, violinist Steven Bjella, vocalist Dee Martz and cellist Lawrence Leviton.

Press here for a great data processing career.

The right time. The right place.
State Farm is hiring.
If you're a senior with a data processing, computer science or math background, there may be a very special career opportunity waiting for you in one of the largest corporate data processing facilities in the country.
There are entry-level and auditing jobs open, too.

Blue chip. Green light. State Farm is one of America's leading insurance companies. Through innovative marketing and a proud service tradition it has become the nation's leading auto and homeowner's insurer, and one of the top life insurance companies in the country.
You'll receive expert training.
You'll work on state-of-the-art data processing equipment. You'll go as far and as fast as you can.


P.S. My God loves you too, in spite of your repressive ignorance.
Bills pile up for state polluters

by Jennifer Paust
Outdoor Editor

Polluters in Wisconsin may soon have a financial reason to preserve the environment. State legislators are considering charging them with a portion of Wisconsin's environmental education tab.

Under Assembly Bill 69, those cited for environmental violations pay fines, plus an additional assessment of 25%.

The bill increases the current 5% assessment that is imposed for pollution discharges and violations of drinking water or septic tank regulations.

Senator David Helbach, co-author of the bill praised assembly action, "Our goal with this new law is to enhance environmental education in this state without taxing our citizens more. This bill makes the polluters pay for environmental ed."

Under Assembly Bill 69, those cited for environmental violations pay fines, plus an additional assessment of 25%.

The proposed 20% increase in the assessment would be appropriated for environmental education grants. The additional money would be distributed through the Wisconsin Environmental Education Board (WEEB).

WEEB is responsible for identifying the needs and establishing priorities for environmental education in Wisconsin's schools.

In addition, WEEB is required to award grants to corporations and public agencies for the development, dissemination and presentation of environmental education programs.

Assembly Bill 69 passed the assembly on Jan 27 and made its way to the senate. Currently in the Energy and Environment Committee, Assembly Bill 69 is expected to pass in March.

"Individuals on the committee need to be contacted, specifically by students from their districts," says Meta Reigal, UWSP Environmental Education instructor.

Senator Robert Cowles is chairman of the committee. Other committee members are Senators Mary Panzer, West Bend, Alice Clawson, Menominee, Margaret Farrow, Elm Grove, and Brian Burke of Milwaukee.

Send letters to: P.O. Box 7882, Madison, WI, 53707-7882.

A battered wooden sled sits patiently, knowing winter fun is still ahead.

Photo by Chris Kelley

Small satellite TV dishes are here! Amazing Discovery...

Smallest home dish ever!

Receive over 100 channels! Fits anywhere - apartments, homes, trailers, R.V.'s, etc.!

* Only 18" in size.
* Less than 1 year's cable!

CNN, DISNEY, WGN, SC-FI, HBO, ESPN DISCOVERY, MTV, USA, CINEMAX, TBS, HEADLINE NEWS, VH1, A&E, TBN, NASHVILLE NETWORK, FAM, & many more!

Send $5.95 cash, check or money order & a self-addressed stamped envelope for complete details to:

Starlight Communications
2507 West Bay Area Blvd., #22
Webster, TX 77598

Guidelines and application forms for student participation and financial support are available in the Graduate School Office in room 118 Main. Deadline for applications for financial support is February 15, 1994.
Men swim, women sink against UWL swimmers

by Michelle Schmitt

The UWSP men's swimming and diving team sunk LaCrosse Saturday, while the women's team was defeated in the last of their conference action.

In the men's competition, the Pointers not only beat LaCrosse 154-76 but also dominated the meet, taking first place in every event except the 200M individual medley and 200M breast stroke.

Randy Hein had a marvelous day and lead the way for the Pointers, taking first place in the 1000M freestyle, 200M butterfly, fly, and 500M freestyle.

Other first place finishes were John Wilson in the 200M freestyle, Tod Neuenfeldt in the 50M freestyle, and Craig Wollschlager and Dave Benz in diving.

Sean Murphy captured first in the 100M freestyle, and Ben Eley took the 200M backstroke. The 400M medley relay team of Mike Kramp, Christian Boyce, Neuenfeldt and Jesse Moen took first place over LaCrosse by eight seconds.

The 400M free relay team of Dave Linden, Scott Armstrong, Sean Murphy and Jay Buckmaster also took first place.

The women lost to the Eagles 105-137, but took four first place finishes.

The 400M medley relay team of Julie Pausch, Jamie McMillan, Nan Werdin and Amy Hahn took first place with a time of 4:15.71. Nan Werdin also took first in the 200M butterfly.

Daufenbach had an outstanding day taking first in the diving events.

Next up for the swimming and diving team will be the WSUC/WWIAC Conference Championship the weekend of February 17-19 in Eau Claire.

Spotty play haunts men's basketball

by Brett Christopher of the Pointer

Inconsistency can spell doom to a young team.

Just ask the UWSP men's basketball team at they continued to play average basketball, defeating UW-Oshkosh, 79-72 last Wednesday at the Quandt Fieldhouse, before falling at the hands of UW-Platteville, 64-76 on Saturday in Platteville.

The Titans came right back, however, and found themselves only down by seven, 38-31, at the close of the half.

The second half, surprisingly, ended up being a battle, but one wouldn't have guessed it early on as Point continued their onslaught over Oshkosh, building their lead to twelve after a turn around jumper by Schwechel with 11:11 to go.

That's when the Titans decided enough was enough, as Oshkosh slowly chipped away at the supposedly insurmountable lead and actually took the lead 64-63 with under 5:00 to go in the half.

Sophomore Robert Hughes shoots off the starting board Saturday against UW-La-Crosse in the Physical Education building.

The Pointers (11-7 overall, 5-5 in conference) started off strong, scoring six unanswered points before the Titans (10-7, 3-6) could finally respond with a bucket of their own.

Armed with hot hands, Stevens Point was deadly from all areas of the floor and eventually built their lead to 10 after Brian Schwechel nailed a shot from the left baseline with 10:26 remaining.

Oshkosh didn't give up, but the Pointer offense was too strong, and Stevens Point increased their lead to 13 as Tom Sennett drained a three-pointer with 6:51 left in the opening half.

The Titans came right back, however, and found themselves only down by seven, 38-31, at the close of the half.

The second half, surprisingly, ended up being a battle, but one wouldn't have guessed it early on as Point continued their onslaught over Oshkosh, building their lead to twelve after a turn around jumper by Schwechel with 11:11 to go.

That's when the Titans decided enough was enough, as Oshkosh slowly chipped away at the supposedly insurmountable lead and actually took the lead 64-63 with under 5:00 to go in the half.

Sophomore Robert Hughes shoots off the starting board Saturday against UW-La-Crosse in the Physical Education building.

The women lost to the Eagles 105-137, but took four first place finishes.

The 400M medley relay team of Julie Pausch, Jamie McMillan, Nan Werdin and Amy Hahn took first place with a time of 4:15.71. Nan Werdin also took first in the 200M butterfly.

Daufenbach had an outstanding day taking first in the diving events.

Next up for the swimming and diving team will be the WSUC/WWIAC Conference Championship the weekend of February 17-19 in Eau Claire.
Wrestling team cranks out road win at Parkside 18-16
by Lincoln Brunner
Sports Editor

Chalk another one up for the UWSP wrestling team. Better get a new piece while you’re at it.

Head coach Marty Loy’s team, currently ranked fourth in the NCAA Division III coaches poll, scored a big 18-16 win over UW-Parkside last Wednesday, pulling their record to 15-1-1 in dual meet competition heading into this weekend’s action.

The Rangers, currently the top-ranked NAIA team, gave the Pointers something to squirm about with tough showings in every weight class. Loy was impressed with his team’s ability.

“This is a big win for our team,” said Loy.

“UW-Parkside is a highly-regarded team. It is also big because we were able to rebound from the loss to LaCrosse (Jan. 29) and wrestle a solid meet.”

Relying again on their Senior line is they shot more free throws than we did and that’s why we got beat. It was the difference of the game in the first half. The Pointers never fell behind by more than six points, and eventually came back and trailed Oshkosh by a scant three, 31-28, at the half’s close.

The second half remained a nip and tuck battle despite numerous attempts by the Titans to pull away. Stevens Point refused to die and trailed Oshkosh by only 2 points with 3:25 to go.

Oshkosh wouldn’t be denied, however, and sealed the game at the line, hitting four straight free throws to beat the Pointers 72-64.

The final score isn’t indicative of how we played because we had it to two with three minutes to go in the game,” Egner said. “It was a great game and could have gone either way. I felt we played them tough.”

Lisa Grudzinski led the way for Stevens Point with 22 points and 11 rebounds while Savage take 12-10.

UWSP vs. UW-Oshkosh
The Pointers (9-10 overall, 5-5 in conference) matched up with the Titans from top to bottom except for one major category, free throws.

Oshkosh drained 17 out of 22 from the stripe compared to only 5 of 6 for Stevens Point. “I think we outplayed them in every category or played even with them except for the free throws,” UWSP head coach Shirley Egner said. “The bottom line is they shot more free throws than we did and that’s why we got beat. It was the difference of the game.”

The game was an even battle the first half. The Pointers
with Brett Christopherson of the Pointer

For the second week in a row, the UWSP women’s basketball team found themselves splitting a pair of crucial conference games despite playing some of their strongest basketball of the season.

The team heartbreaker last weekend was a 72-64 loss at UW-Oshkosh, 72-64, before pounding UW-Platteville on Saturday, 93-75.

UWSP vs. UW-Oshkosh
The Pointers (9-10 overall, 5-5 in conference) matched up with the Titans from top to bottom except for one major category, free throws.

Oshkosh drained 17 out of 22 from the stripe compared to only 5 of 6 for Stevens Point. “I think we outplayed them in every category or played evenly with them except for the free throws,” UWSP head coach Shirley Egner said. “The bottom line is they shot more free throws than we did and that’s why we got beat. It was the difference of the game.”

The game was an even battle the first half. The Pointers never fell behind by more than six points, and eventually came back and trailed Oshkosh by a scant three, 31-28, at the half’s close.

The second half remained a nip and tuck battle despite numerous attempts by the Titans to pull away. Stevens Point refused to die and trailed Oshkosh by only 2 points with 3:25 to go.

Oshkosh wouldn’t be denied, however, and sealed the game at the line, hitting four straight free throws to beat the Pointers 72-64.

The final score isn’t indicative of how we played because we had it to two with three minutes to go in the game,” Egner said. “It was a great game and could have gone either way. I felt we played them tough.”

Lisa Grudzinski led the way for Stevens Point with 22 points and 11 rebounds while Savage take 12-10.

UWSP vs. UW-Oshkosh
It’s hard enough for a team to come back after a tough loss to a conference foe, but it has to be even harder to come back after your starting point guard decides to withdraw from school.

Faced with that grim reality, the Pointers came out and dominated the game from start to finish, and obtained some much needed confidence for themselves.

“We had a little adversity on Friday because Gretchen Haggerty withdrew from school, Egner said. “Practice Friday night was a little tense. It was kind of like we were walking on egg shells.”

“I was devastated by it. I had no idea it was coming.”

see Hockey page 21
Track and field teams sprint to an impressive season home opener

by Michelle Schmitt
Contributor

It was an exciting day in the Health Enhancement Center at UWSP this weekend as the track season got off to a great start. The men started the year out with a first place finish in a field of six schools at 250 1/2 points, followed by Carthage College's 106 1/2, Luther's 102, Michigan Tech's 45, Ripon's 30 and St. Norbert's 27.

The Pointer men looked extremely strong and took first place in 12 events. Parker Hansen helped lead the Pointers, winning the men's 200M hurdles and placing second in the men's 55M hurdles.

"This was a great way to get the season started. We had a lot of good performances from a lot of people," said Women's head track coach Len Hill.

Jeff Leider also contributed with a win in the 35 lb. weight and a second place finish in the men's shot put.

In women's action, a school record was set by Jessie Bushman in the women's 800M with a time of 2:14.77. The Pointers finished second with 199 behind Luther with 259. Rounding out the finishers were Carthage's 70, St. Norbert's 105, Michigan Tech and Ripon.

"This is a great way to get the season started," said Women's coach Len Hill. "We had a lot of good performances from a lot of people."

The Pointer women's team is a little younger this season, but that doesn't mean the team isn't strong. They will be looking to freshmen through seniors to win events.

Transfer Jennifer Klement also had a good day, winning the 200M intermediate hurdles and coming in second in the 55M hurdles.

"We scored in every event. This is the first time we have been able to do that since I can remember--it may be a first," said Hill.
COMEDIAN

BRAD LOWERY
Fri. Feb. 11 8PM
$2.00 W/UWSP ID $3.50 W/O
WIN A FREE TRIP TO PANAMA CITY BEACH!

ARCHIE BUNKER'S NEIGHBORHOOD
Come see where prejudice lives!
Wednesday, February 16 at 8pm in the Laird Rm.
FREE!

SKI RIB MOUNTAIN
THURSDAY FEBRUARY 17 ONLY $15
SIGN UP AT THE CAMPUS ACTIVITIES OFFICE THRU FEB. 15
It was an innocent mistake, but nevertheless, a moment later Maurice found himself receiving the full brunt of the mummy's wrath.
Hockey continued from page 17.

into the playoffs, Baldarotta is a skeptical optimist about his chances for another national championship.

"We've got to go undefeated now," said Baldarotta. "We could go as high as winning the NCAA to as low as fourth."

"We've got to get on a roll. It's hook or crook now. The only thing that matters now is surviving the Super Series match, like in pro wrestling," said Baldarotta.

"While I don't like making predictions, I don't think we'll be in for a long night after the first shot of the game."

The Pointers wrestle Augsburg and St. Thomas College back to back this weekend in Minneapolis before heading to Oshkosh on Feb. 18 and 19 for the WSUC Championships.

Wrestle continued from page 17

18 points and the win, despite a 6-1 loss by heavyweight Brian Suchcki.

"I thought we wrestled very well tonight," said Loy. "We knew we had to do and got it done. There are many ways to Jose close to duals. To win one."

"Again it was O'Connell who gave Platteville the boost it needed as he drained another three-pointer, to cut the Pioneer lead down to four, 18-14."

"Boario again led the way for Stevens Point, scoring 23 points. Schwecbel and Sennett each added 18 with Schwecbel pulling down a game-high 11 rebounds."

Club continued from page 16

UWSP vs. UW-Platteville

If the first shot of the game is any indication of how a game is going to go, then the Pointers knew they were going to be in for a long night after Platteville's Tim O'Connell nailed a quick three-pointer to put the Pioneers up 3-0. Point answered with a jumper by Schwecbel, but that's where the Pioneers took off, eventually finding themselves up by twelve, 18-6, in front of 2,250 frenzied Platteville fans.

THE SHIRTHOUSE WANTS TO REMIND YOU THAT VALENTINE'S DAY IS MONDAY, FEBRUARY 14.

YOUR SWEETHEART WOULD LOVE A SWEATSHIRT FROM THE SHIRTHOUSE!!!
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 10
Humanities Forum Series: ARTHUR HERMAN, "Influences of the Indus Valley Civilization Upon Christianity," 4PM (Comm. Rm.-UC)
High School Honors Orchestra Clinic, 8PM (MH-FAB)
UAB Visual Arts Movie: WHEN HARRY MET SALLY, 8PM (Encore-UC)
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 11
Recreational Services BEAT THE DOLDRUMS WEEK
Rec. Serv. Beat the Doldrums Weekend Rental Special--20% Off all Winter & Ice Fishing Equipment
Women's Basketball, UW-Eau Claire, 7PM (T)
Basketball, UW-Eau Claire, 7:30PM (H)
UAB Special Programs Comedian: BRAD LOWERY, 8PM (Encore-UC)
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 12
Rec. Serv. Beat the Doldrums Weekend Rental Special--20% Off all Winter & Ice Fishing Equipment
Big Brothers/Big Sisters CELEBRITY BOWL, 9AM (Skipp's)
Suzuki Marathon, 9AM-12N (MH-FAB)
Swimming-Diving, Shave & Taper, 1PM (H)
Rugby Football Club ARTICFEST
Brother James Miller Day Speaker: REV. KAREN BLOOMQUIST, "On Not 'Playing it Safe': The Call to Do Justice Today," 1:30PM (112 CNR)

For Further Information Please Contact the Campus Activities Office at 346-4343!!!

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 12 - Continued
Hockey, UW-Eau Claire, 7PM (T)
Women's Basketball, UW-Superior, 7PM (T)
Basketball, UW-Superior, 7:30PM (H)
Annual MARDI GRAS Celebration, 8PM (UC)
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 13
Rec. Serv. Doldrums Weekend Rental Special--20% Off all Winter & Ice Fishing Equipment
Suzuki Solo Recital, 2-3:30PM (MH-FAB)
Planetarium Series: SKYFIRE, 2PM (Sci. Bldg.)
IVCF Contemporary Christian Concert, "The Love of God," 7PM (Wes. Rm.-UC)
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 14
Recreational Services BEAT THE DOLDRUMS WEEK
Rec. Serv. & UWSP Rock Climbing Club Movie: K2, 7PM (Encore-UC)
Planetarium Series: SKIES OF WINTER, 8PM (Sci. Bldg.)
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 15
Recreational Services BEAT THE DOLDRUMS WEEK
Rec. Serv. RETURN OF THE TACO BAR (All You Can Eat for $2.50) 5-7PM (Rec. Serv.-UC)
Planetarium Series: LASER LIGHT SHOW w/Music by the Doors, 7:30PM (Sci. Bldg.)
Basketball, Mt. Senior, 7:30PM (H)
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 16
Recreational Services BEAT THE DOLDRUMS WEEK
Rec. Serv. NINE BALL TOURNAMENT, 6-10PM (Rec. Serv.-UC)
**NO JOKE 25¢ COKE**

For A Limited Time Get An Icy Cold Cup Of Coke Or Diet Coke For 25¢ With Any Pizza Purchase. Limit 6-25¢ Cokes Per Purchase.

**DOMINO'S DEALS**

Don't Forget You Can Get 25¢ Cokes With Any Of The Coupons Below.

### For Free Delivery

Call 345-0901

### SMALL PIZZA

**$3.99**

**SMALL PEPPERONI PIZZA**

We will gladly substitute your favorite topping for pepperoni. Original style crust only.

- Expires 3-9-94
- Not good with any other coupon or offer
- Tax not included

**DOMINO'S® VALUE PIZZA**

PEPPERONI DOMINATOR

30 SPECTACULAR SLICES

Use this coupon for free delivery of the Dominator to your door. U.W.S.P. Campus Only.

- Expires 3-9-94
- Not good with any other coupon or offer
- Tax not included

**BONUS COUPON**

99¢ BREADSTICKS WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY PIZZA

MAY BE USED WITH ANY OTHER COUPON.

- Expires 3-9-94
- Not good with any other coupon or offer
- Tax not included

### MEDIUM PIZZA

**$4.99**

**MEDIUM PEPPERONI PIZZA**

We will gladly substitute your favorite topping for pepperoni.

- Expires 3-9-94
- Not good with any other coupon or offer
- Tax not included

### LARGE PIZZA

**$6.99**

**LARGE PEPPERONI PIZZA**

We will gladly substitute your favorite topping for pepperoni.

- Expires 3-9-94
- Not good with any other coupon or offer
- Tax not included

### BONUS COUPON

**HOT HOAGIE**

Hot Hoagie Heaven

Get up to 3 Hoagies for $99 each with the purchase of any pizza at regular price.

- Expires 3-9-94
- Not good with any other coupon or offer
- Tax not included